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A suitcase is a general term for different forms of luggage. Either it is often a somewhat flat,
rectangular-shaped bag with rounded/square corners, made of metal, hard plastic or of cloth, vinyl
or leather that more or less keeps its shape. It has a transportation handle on one side and is used
mainly for transporting clothes and other belongings during trips. It opens on hinges like a door.
Suitcases lock with keys or a combination. Traditionally suitcases were made of wool or linen.
Leather also became a popular matter for suitcases. samsonite luggage has always been the leader
in the luxury travel segment and it continues to strengthen its position at the top by innovating
continuously to suit the customerâ€™s need.

Wool, wood, leather, metal, plastic, fiber compound even recycled materials are all common
suitcase materials. Many modern suitcases have built-in small wheels enabling them to be pulled
along on hard flat surfaces by a fixed or extendable handle. Samsonite is all about stylishness,
usability & durability and has a lot to give to their highflying business customers. Ranging from
handbags to laptop bags, suitcases to briefcases carryon luggage to wallets â€“ this company offer
varieties of designer travel bags.

From brand tumi, a new product is Vapor to give the advanced travel experience. It offers ultra-
modern style that defies definition, the protection of a hard side case, and an astonishingly
lightweight, easy-to-maneuver design. These are constructed from a super-light, triple-layer, high-
performance alloy of ABS and polycarbonate. It sets the standard for strength, toughness, mobility
and aesthetics. This packing case is ideal weeklong business trips, or two traveling together for a go
away weekend. The Tumi Vapor Collection is a Travel + Leisure 2011 Design Award Winner for
Best Luggage. It offers the innovative products perfect for all type of customer segments.
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For more information on a tumi, check out the info available online; these will help you learn to find
the a samsonite luggage!
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